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FOREWORD 

Several yearn ago a program was initialed in the Pioneering 
Research Division for the study of the propei'ties of materials at 
high rates of strain.    An examination of the literature on the sub- 
ject indicated that the most likely area for C"'V and interesting te- 
sults was where the disturbance in the material proceeds in waves 
even though the leading,   after an initial impact,  is steady.    This 
is caused b/ the limited velocity of propagation of a disturbance in 
any material (similar to the velocity of sound),     ."his condition 
may be most easily realized and understood with tensile impact on 
visco elastic materials.    This report describes the experimental 
procedure and discusses the information obtained so far concern- 
ing the nature of the strain waves. 
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A.BSTRACT 

A method h as b e n s ought of describing the response of 
visco- e l asti · m a t rials to loading when the velocity of strain 
propagati on ·nth mate r i d is the controlling factor. A machine 
i!'l descr ibed th at delivers a longitudinal impact at about 50 ft/s~c 
to a yarn or s trip. Th i p act is photographed u.>ing a high- spee d 
s rob oscop e and a movi g irror. Strain-time-position data are 
obtaine d from the pic ture . R e sults ar e given for the impact of a 
rubber strip. In a nother expe rimental t e chnique ~"e force at the 
fix d e nd of uylon yarn d ring irr.pac t i~J :ne sured. TentaHve 
high·- peed stre s s-strain curves were deduced, for t!.:: ~ rubber 
from the photograph and for the nylon from anothe r series of 
tests i n which the a e l e ration of a tail mas s wa measured. 
Assu ming that these c ·;rv"!s hold during the impact with no time 
d e p endenc y, the strain patterns were comvuted by a method of 
characteristics given b y •: : ;.. 1\arma.a, and '-.:Ompared wii.h the 
experimental re ults. The timing and strain levels of the me · 3-

ured pulses are well duplicated by the c alculation. However, the 
calculate d pulse s have uch steeper fronts than are observed. 
For both rubbe r- and nylon, in urder to describe the impact re
sponse it is n ecess ry to include a creep function as well as a 
dynamic stre ss " strair.. CUl:ve. So far it has not been possible to 
analyze a photograph of an impact ou nylon yarn; this is because 
of large variations of strait~ with position. The se variations may 
be errors introduced by the poorer qua.Jity of the photograph of 

n yl.:>n, but since the var iations could .lot be removed by special 
smoothing techniques, the tentative conclusion h that they a T"' 

r e al. 
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TENSILF IMPACT ON RUBBER AND NYLON 

PART I.    PROBLEM,  PROCEDURES AND METHODS 

1.    Introduction 

The visco-elattic properties of polymeric materials have 
been under investigation for many years.    Much jf the behavior 
of nylon and rubber,  the materials investigated in the present 
study,  la well understood.    Until recently, however,  only a 
limited amount of work has been done in which the material is 
strained rapidly. 

When the rate of strain is sufficiently rapid,  the waves or 
p-jlses that distrihiit" iUc strain are no longer of very small 
amplitude,  and it is no longer proper to assume that the strain 
is uniform throughout the sample.   At slow rates of strain the 
momentum imparted to various parts of the sample iy the applied 
stress is negligible and the role of inertial forces ic very small. 
But at high rates of strain inertial forces become very large.    A 
tensile stress, if applied to a siring with sufficient rapidity,  will 
cause the string to break without the transmission of any stress 
to the remote end of the string.    The string is simply torn in two 
by the applied force and the opposing force of inertia. 

In the study of the response of polymers co stress, the t-r*<n- 
ciple of the equivalence of time and teraperature has bees sur- 
prisingly useful.    This principle permits (for example) creep 
curves obtained at widely different temperatures to be pieced 
together into a single master curve of strain as a function of the 
logarithm of the time.    From such a master curve, the response 
of a material occurring in th" first few milliseconds after appli- 
cation of a stress can be inferred froir» experimental data taken 
over a much longer time,  but ?.t 4 iowe" toiri^erature. 

But prcüiLtlons of short-time behavior based on the piinciple 
of the equivalence of time and temperature can be accepted only 



provisionally,   and muHt as far aw poHsiblc be validated by direct 
experiments in which stresseH are applied in the shortest practical 
time interval. 

In our experiments the strain ratei have been high enough to 
produce  strain waves thai are easily observable.    The sample is 
in the form of a string,   which is stretched by  setting one end in 
motion with a velocity of about  160 feet per second.    The strain 
pulse generated by the impi-ct travels back and forth along the 
string three or four times in a typical experiment,  and the string 
usually breaks as the pulse begins its fourth or fifth passage. 

The time of one of our experiments from impact to bieak is 
approximately 10 milliaec for rubber and 2 millisec for nylon. 
These times are very short compared to the time required to 
obtain a stress -strain curve,  with, for example,  an Instron ten- 
sile tester.    They are somewhat longer than the time required 
for a shell fragment ij penetrate a layer of nylrm body armoi 
(Responses occurring in very much shorter times (~ 1 microsec) 
may be studied by subjecting materials to ultrasonic vibrations. 
This technique has the limitation,  however,  that the strains pro- 
duced are small compared to the breaking strain. ) 

The results   pr^sentetl here give information on the shapes 
of the strain pulses and their velocity.    It is shown that stress- 
strain curves alone are insufficient to explain the behavior of the 
strain pulses.    Even iu times of a few milliseconds an appreciable 
amount of cre.;p occurs. 

2.    Related Studies 

There h?>9 b^e" liHl#> wovk rennrteH ahnut the loncitudinal 
impact ou flexible polymeric materials.    Schiefer,    Smith,  et al. 
[ 1-3], * worked at impact velocities in this region and measured 
various quantities including over-all strain, but did not directly 
observe strain as a function of pot>ition on the string.    They also 
worked with transverse impact where «-hde is a transverse wave 

* Figures in brackets indicate references,  listed at end of this 
report. 

2 



of motion and a longitudinal strain wave.    Stewart,  et al, ,  also 
reported on transverse impact and measured the strain as a func- 
tion of position en the string [4,   5).     Brinkworth [ 6]  reported on 
studies of the first pulse when a long cable was impacted longitu- 
dinally. 

There has been considerable work done on impact below the 
speeds where wave motion predominates [7] and some work done 
at high speeds but with short samples so that many reflections 
occur [ 8 j. 

The theoretical groundwork for much of the analysis is given 
by von Karman [9-11].    He assumed the material wa» obeying a 
fixed stress-strain curve and developed the equations accordingly. 

The validity of von Karman's analysis docs not depend on the 
nature of the material,  except in the quection of th» validity of the 
assumption of a fixed stress-strain curve.    Though not exi Ucitly 
stated,  he was apparently considering metals where this assump- 
tion may be reasonably valid for many purposes.    However,  it is 
not valid for visco-elasMc materials where there may be appre- 
ciable creep present.    Nevertheless it is convenient to use 
von Karman's analysis as a starting point,  and to supplement it 
by corrections that take creep into account. 

3.    Stress-strain curves and creep curves 

When a material is stressed it change J configuration or,  in 
other words,  exhibits strain.    This change requires time,    in a. 
particular event, if the time is not sulficieut the change will not 
be complete.    Therefore any stress-strain curve, othei- than an 
equilitrium stress-strain curve,   «ho'OH be marked as to the rate 
at which it was measured or fo^ v/hich it is applicable.    The more 
rapidly a material responds, the higher the rate has to he before 
the stress-strain curve is appreciably different from a slow-speed 
or equilibrium curve. 

If a material c^uid be uniformly stressed at a high °.peed,   a 
stress-strain curve corresponding to this speed would completely 



.... 

define its respons . On the other hand, if the stress at a particu 
lar locat ion in the m~terial were constant for a length of time, 
the strain would vary according to a creep curve. If we had a 
complete family of creep curves at different stresses the response 
of the material to a uniform stress at any speed would be defined. 
The stress-strain curve corresponding to any stress-time curve 
could be determined directly. 

Although mu t 5tresses may not be applied uniformly, with 
simple geometry and slow speeds the stress will equalise throulh
out the sample. An example of this is the tension test made with 
an lastron machine. In a tensile impact experiment, which is only 
a tension test at very hilh speed, we must consider the velocity 
with which a disturbance may travel in th~ material in order to 
bring about th~ equalization. U the strain wave velocity h low 
enough and the impact velocity hi1h enou1h, the disturbance will 
travel along the sample as ~t. strain wave ~r pulse W:th an ampli
tude that is an apprec.iable fraction of tUe breakiq strain. 1. 
this case the stress at any ~·ition alonc the sample is ch&DCiDI 
very rapidly when the wave reaches that point and may be constant 
for a time ..dter it passes. Sc not haviq a fixed :-ate at which 
the stress is increasiq, we cannot, theoretically at least, deter
mine a fixed stress-strain curve that will apply to the experiment, 
either from a family of creep curves or any other way. 

However, if we ass•une that •·e can use a fixed stress-strain 
curve for a particular experiment, we can derive equations and 
use procedures that will show what lh"' etrain wave pattern would 
be in the absence of creep. The equations and procedures will be: 

discussed later. The time involved in an impad experintent is 
of course very short and the creep occurrin1 in this time 1'Tl&y be 

I 

v~ry ~md . 1f th;• creep were small enough compared to othe:-
strains involved, it could he i1nor•?~. II so, a fixed stress-•train 
curve could be used and a aood picture of the response of th~ mat.::
rial could be obtained frcxn th<! equations and procedures mention~d 
above. Or if the creep is not small enou1h tu be completely i1not'ed, 
it still may be small enough ao a• ~-:; ~u&. affect the shape of the 
stl·ess - strain cut'••P ~i't~reciably. In this case the equatiO"!t and 
procedurer that assume a fixed stress-strain curve can be used 

.. .. 



Figure 1.   Diagram of tensile impact. 

to obtain a strain wave pattern and the creep added to thia to get 
a complete picture, 

4.    Strain waves ignoring creep 

We will now develop the equations for the stiain waves re- 
sulting from tensile impact without considering creep. 

Consider a string of 
length L (Figure l) fas- 
tened at one end and sud- 
denly set into motion at 
the other with a velocity 
V|.    Let x Dc position 
on the sample.    Strictly 
speaking x is not a dis- 
tance or a length but is 
numerically equal to dis- 
tance or length on tV" 
original unstrained sam- 
ple.    We may now con- 

sider displacement (u),  strain (e),   stress (o-), particle velocity 
(v) and propagation velocity (c) as functions of position (x) and 
time (t) with much simpler equations and graphical representa- 
tions than if x were distance.    These are called Lagrangian co- 
ordinates. 

The stress ( 7) is defined as "the ratio of the tension between 
two portions of the sample to the initial cross-sectional area of 
the sample. "   This definition is used since it fits into ihc riuation 
of motion with Lagrangian coordinates.    It is also the definition 
easiest to use for slow-speed stress-strain curves,  since the 
values may be obtained without measurement of strainer* cross- 
sectional areas or knowledge of Poisson's ratio. 

Let u be the displacement of an element.    It is the distance 
that an element at a position x will have moved at time t and so 
is a function of both x and t.    The actual p' ysical velocity of the 
element is  v = 8u/8t.    Wh»ri x equals L, v equals v^ 

If the displacement at one end of an element dx is u,  that 
at the other end is u + du/dx dx and the elongation is u I- Ca/&x 



dx - ii.    S\m i-   x   is numeric illy equal to distance on the unstrained 

sample,   the  strain is 

3u/3x dx 3u 

dx ox 

If the force on one end of an clement  dx  is   a A,  that at the 
other end is   n A ^   DIT/OX dx A   and the net force :s   dtr /'dx dx A. 

From our definition of   o    we see that  A  here must be original 
cross-sei tional area.    Th,' mass on which this acts is  pAdx  with 
A  as above and  p  the original density.     The fact that we have not 

used true stresses or actual cross sections does not matter since 

the relations above give the force on,   and mass of,   --. element dx. 

Acceleration is   9 u/9t   whence the equation of motion of an 
;leiiient is   9cr /9x dxA = pdxA 92u/9t2.    Or cancelling out: 

3(r 9Ju 
9x     '    P W ' 

We now assume that stress is a function of strain only and 
not of time,   a   =  f(£).    St.ict'.y this means that there is only one 
stress-strain curve,   static or dynamic.    But we may take it to 
mean that any change in the stress-strain relation for the dura- 
tion of the motion to be considered is not appreciable or,  in other 
words,  we ignore any creep that may occur.    This allows the use 
of dynamic stress-strain relations. 

Then we may write   9cr /9x = d<r /de   de/dx,  and since 
C = 9u/ax,  then 9e/ax = a2u/9x2.    Hence we have  da/dt c&i/ax2 = 
p 92u/9t2.    This is a wave equation, the general form of which is 
c2 92u/9xJ  = a2u  9t2.    So we have 

c   -   V 1/p  öir /de 

where  c  is the rate of propagation of » disturbance in the (x,t) 
plane.    If u  were transverse or some other lo-m of displacement 
so that x was always nurr.ei-ic^'ly ^qual to distance,  c  would be 
the actual physical »eiocity of the disturbance in laboratot/ 



coordinates.    Since  u is in the same direction as x,  this is not 
so and at large strains the velocity in laboratory coordinates 
would be much greater than c.    The quantity c  is a function of 
strain and for a particular c is given by the slope of the stress- 
strain curve as in the equation derived above.    Also,  c  is equal 
to the slope of a line of constant strain dra^Ti in the (x,t) plate. 

For tensile impact within the elastic limit da/de = E (Young's 
Modulus) so 

C   =  CQ VE/p . 

This id a constant velocity of propagation and in any material c0 

is the velocity of the leading edge of a longitudinal strain.   In an 
ideal impact the end of the sample will «tart to move at time zero 
with a velocity Vi, and continue at this velocity.    In an elastic 
material at time t the disturbance will have traveled a distrnce 
c0t,  so this will be the length of the original material affected up 
to this time.    The end will have moved a distance Vit, the new 
length of the affected material will be c0t  + Vjt, the elongation 
will be  V|t,  and the strain will be v^/cjt  = V|/co.    Thus the strain 
is not a function of time, at least not a continuous function.   If we 
measure x from the fixed end and call the total length L, for 
x < (T. - c0t) the strain is zero and for x > { L - c0t) the strain is 
v^Cg.    Thus we have a. square wave front.    It reflects at the fixed 
end and continues back and forth, increasing by V|/c0 at each re- 
flection until failure. 

If the material is not elastic but still obeys a relation a s f(e) 
there is still a discrete pulse.    Its height was shown by von Karman 
[9-11] to be given by the relation 

V!   =   i*1 cd£ 

where v, is the impact velocity, 
Ci is the height of th> strain pulse, and 
c - "iTu «ir/de   and so is a function of 6. 
Ei is the height of th> stra 
: = "I/H ciff/de   and so it 

The front of the pulse is not square or of any constant shape since 



fach incri-'inent of strain travels at a dii'lerent velocity.    The re- 
flections will not be simple but may be worked out by a method of 
characteristics using v ±  J cde - constants'as the characteristics. 
More details of this will be given when the analyses carried out 
are discussed. 

5.    Purpose and procedure 

When a material, particularly a visco-elastic material,  is 
impacted in such a way that the velocity of propagation of a dis- 
turbance in the material is a dominating property, how may we 
ubserve the response and also how may we describ»" or character- 
ize the response 7    These are the questions for which we are seek- 
ing answers. 

Since the degree of stress and strain is not uniform along the 
soimplc,  observations mui* hf made that include the ..hole sam- 
ple.    Photography seems to be called for here.    The method of 
using a stroboscope,  moving mirror,  and still camera was chosen 
since it seemed to be most adaptable to the already-constructed 
impact apparatus.    Detail..,   r.suits,  and proposed improvements 
will be discussed below. 

Stress or force can probably bs measured only at the ends of 
the sample.    Since a direct measurement of force has not yet been 
made in the present work, the reasons for not doiug so should be 
given.    The principal difficulty is the rapidity of response of the 
force-measuring device.    Although the force probably docs not 
change as rapidly as the simple picture discussed in the previous 
section would indicate,  rise times calculated from such considera- 
tions are conceivable and for reliable results we must be bure that 
we are nut limited by the limitationH of the measuring instrument. 
Piezoelectric force gages seem to lie the best of the commercially- 
available devices.    Their high-frequency response depends on their 
having a small mass and any increas" in this mass due to jaws or 
other mounting devices seriously affects them.    Semiconductor 
strain gages, being developed st Several laboratories,   seem to 
offer possibilitif *. 



Three indirect mrthods fur determining str eaii have been 
used in the present work.    One method was to calculate   ir   from 
measured and deduced values of the propagation velocity,   c. 
Both the othe. mrthods required special experimental setups. 
In one the fixed support was replaced by a tail mass,  the motion 
of this tail mass observed,  and its acceleration calculated.    The 
other used a calibrated weak link in place of the fixed support. 
These will all be discussed below. 

To our knowledge there has been no analytical solution to 
the problem of impact on nonlinear visco-elastic materials. 
Von Karman's solution is for nonlinear rate-independent mate- 
rials.    Most of the analytical work on visco-elastuc materials is 
for linear materials.    (A linear visco-elastic material is one 
that can be represented by a combination of Hookean springs in 
which the stress is proportional to the strain,  and Newtonian 
dash pots in which the stress is proportional to tbn strain rate. 
Real materials ate linear only for small strains. ) 

We are not seeking an analytical solution at this time but 
rather a means of describing the response that would enable us 
to predict what would happen with samples of other lengths and 
at other velocities of impact.    If such a description can be re- 
duced to simple enough parameters, it will provide the necessary 
starting point for the analytical solution of nonlinear visco-elastic 
impact.    Also,  this description, with or without the analytical 
solution,  will be helpful, or perhaps even necessary, in deter- 
mining the molecular mechanisms involved in this type of strain- 
ing. 

There are two general areas that may be covered in a de- 
scription of the response.    One is the response occurring ae a 
pulse or wave motion and the othpi- is a. delayed response.   Any 
division between these two types is arbitrary.    In fact, the entire 
response could be thought of as in waves of very long length with 
trailing ends extending in time for the duration of the event.    Some 
such consideration may load to tbp analytical solution. 



For the wave redponse wc rcriuiri; » knowledge of th«; varia- 
tionB in the propagation velocity.    Th»' aHsurrption that part of the 
response may be expressed as a dynamic   »tresii-strain curve 
limits these variations to those ( onsistent with the slope of the 
stress-strain curve and introduces a division between wave and 
delayed response. 

The delayed response is called "creep," partly for want of 
a better word and partly because some work has been done on rub- 
ber to show that creep is contiguous trom times much shorter than 
those encountered here to the long times usually involved in creap 
measurements [12,   13],    This is discussed further 'n Part II be- 
low. 

If we decide on the use of a stress-strain curve,  as we have, 
we automatically separate the wave and delayed responses.    The 
important question then i« ''.c relative magnitude of uicse re- 
sponses.    (Although we hav been using the expression "delated 
response,"  we must remember that the entire event takes only a 
few milliseconds and by "delayed" we mean that this part of the 
response does not occur in the fraction of a millisecond taken up 
by the passage of the wave front. )   The creep curves for rubber 
given in leferences [)2] ond [13] indicate that, for rubber at 
least, the delayed response is appreciable. 

Although it may not be possible to prove it,  one can convince 
himself by repeated trials that when any conceivable stress-strain 
curve is selected to represent the entire response of a BU-ter'al, 
the resulting waves will be well-defined throughout the event. 
Therefore,  if the experimentally observed waves are not weii-de- 
fined, it means that the delayed response is appreciable.    A meas- 
ure of the relative inaguitude of the responses may be made by 
finding a stress-strain curve that,  when applied to the conditions 
of the test,   reproduces the experimental strain levels.    However, 
this strain will proceed in weli-dclined waves and we must then 
find the proper amount of creef> or delayd reo^onse to smooth 
o>jt the waves to the observe'' iL^ree of definition. 

10 



In yi'mral,   then,  thf.- proi edurv W.IH to; 

I.    Impai t thf sample •md measuru in Home way the 
strain wave pattern or  some i onsequence of it. 

2..    Choosr or di'terminp a «treas-btrain curve. 

',.    Assuming that this lurve repri'Bented thf entire re- 
sponse,  lonstnut the response pattern for comparison with the 
measured pattern. 

4.    Add to this construction a delayed resoonse,  to see 
if the agreement between constructed and measured response could 
be improved. 

6.    Apparatus and testing procedure 

A sling shot machine (see schematic diagram,  Figure   .) was 
constructed that used heavy rubber bands about 1/2 inch in cross 
section and 1 foot in diameter to accelerate a slider along a pair 

Figure 2.    Rapid-impact machine. 

of tracks.    It was usM iouimely at slider velocities of about 130 
feet per second (200 feet per second should be attainable).    The 
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top virlcH ily ib probably limitud l)y the n-trattion rate of the rub- 
ber.    Another eonHideration at the higher speedu:     it in difficult 
to «top the slider without damaging it.    It i« stopped with a spring- 
load'-d brake that presses a brake band against the slider.    The 
slider is made of steel and aluminum and weighs about i. pounds. 

The sample is plai ed between the trackr and is supported in 
various ways depending on the nature of the test,    A T-shaped 
head mass is fastened to the front end of the string and the other 
end may be fixed solidly,   fastened to a "weak link, " fastened to a 
tail mass, or it could be connected to a force gage.    Two projec- 
tions on the bottom of the slider extend down between th'- tracks, 
straddle the tail support and sample and strike the arme of the 
head mass.    After the impact the head mass accelerates very 
rapidly and goes ahead at a velocity somewhat greater than that 
of the slider,  eventually passing completely through the tracks 
and being caught in a box. 

The head mass is made of aluminum with pads of flocked nylon 
at the points where it is struck.    In some forms it has means for 
guiding it to prevent it from hitting the sides of the track during 
the critical period.    In the center of the head mass there is a hole 
tapered from front to back.    There are wooden pins cut to fit this 
taper.    The pins are sawed lengthwise along a wavy line.    The 
sample is run through the hole, placed betwee.i the parts of the 
pin,  and then the pin is driven into the hole. 

Methods of taking data: 

For complete information about an impact test we would like 
to know the value of the stress and the strain at all points in the 
sample at all times during the test.    Obviously the stress or force 
cannot be measured directly within the material but only at the 
ends.    The over-^ll strain or elongation of the entire sample may 
be easily determined but the local strain,  8u/8x, is more difficult 
to measure.    In an experiment o/ this mature, data may be taken 
in a variety of ways.    In the fjr/l ("tail »naa»'') method used here, 
the time for a tail m»»* -t ihe end of the string to move a given 
diotancc wä» measured.    A different kind of information w^s given 
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by the "weak link" method.    With th.s,  the end of the string was 
held by a "wt ak link" of known strength and the time after impart 
at which the link broke was measured.    For measuring strain as 
a function of position on the ut/ing and of time,  a high-speed 
atroboscope was used to take pictures. 

In the tail mass method a tail mass,  considerably lighter 
than the head ma?«,  was fastened at the end of the string.    Means 
were provided f< I     lacing fine copper wires across the path of the 
bead and tail mass and the time between the breaking of two wires 
observed. 

The times were at first measured with specially-built R-C 
decay circuits and an electrometer voltmeter, but in later experi- 
ments counter chronographs  wert available.    Since only two times 
could be observed for each thot,  it was necessary that many shots 
be made to get the complete time-distance curve of both n'isses. 
Since there was variation between s'iots even though the settings 
were maintained,  one of the two times measured for each shot 
was used to determine the initial velocity of the head mass LO that 
all shots could be corrected to an average head-mass velocity. 
One shot, for example, might have a wire just in front of the head 
mass and another wire 2 inches in front of the tail mass.    The time 
determined from these two wares would be corrected according to 
the velocity of the head mass determined from two other wires. 

The composite time-distune» curves for the head and tail 
masses compiled in this way could be used to determine au .,•:?*- 
all strain-time curve.    Also, by twice differentiating U>e curve 
for the tail mass, the curve for the force at the tail end could be 
determined. * 

In the "weak link" method the tail of the string was fastened 
to a fixed support by a weak link composed of one or more str&ucts 

The siguificanrc uH tne tail mass measurement was studied by 
Schiefer, Smith, ct al. Pans I, II, and III of references [ 1, 21 
and A. S. T. M.  Bulletin 220 [i]. 
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of fine copper wiro.    The time between impact,   which broke a 
wire at the head rnasu,   and the break of the link holding the tail 
was measured.    The force required was assumed to be propor- 
tional to the number of strands.     So a curve of the force at the 
tail versus time after impact could be built up this way. 

Photographic method of measuring strain: 

The most natural way to measure the local strain is photo- 
graphic.    A high-speed flash system was decided on rather than 
a framing camera or other device,  and an Edgerton, Germcshausen 
and Grier No.   501 high-speed Stroboscope was obtained.    This is 
rated to give 6000 flashes per second and can be used to 8000 per 
second or higher.    A spring-loaded mirror was used to move the 
image across the film.    A framework was built to support the light 
source,  mirror,  camera and shields above the tracks (see Figure 
3). 

There was some difficulty in illuminating the entire field 
enough for good photography with the stroboscope.    For the pic- 
tures taken to date only abtut t.alf the field was covered by the 
stroboscope and the rest with steady light.    The sample was 
marked with regularlv-spaced,  contrasting marks that appeared 
as discrete mark» under the strobe but as streaks under the steady 
light.    The motion of the mirror introduced a regular distortion; 
therefore accurately-spaced, fixed markers were placed in the 
field for calibration.    To date all pictures have been taken with a 
Polaroid camera with Polaroid 3000 speed film,  2 1/4 X  •*  1/4,  at 
lens speeds from f/4. 5 to f/ll.    Although interesting and useful 
pictures have been obtained,  we can expect better results with an 
improvement of illumination and optics. 

The mirror has to move 18* to sweep the image from one side 
of the film to the other.    The total swing of the mirror is about 
30* and,  in some cases,  has to take place in about 5 millisec.    A 
plate-glass mirror way tried and would not sta-id the chock with 
the present arrangemert,   so a pclioüed steel mirror with a de- 
posited chromium ::o<iung was used.    Synchronization of iV z mirror 
is important.    The mirror is released by a solenoid that is actuated 
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Figure 3.   Apparatus for photographing rapid impact. 
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by the slider.    There was faome difficulty in getting a solenoid 
that would respond fast enough.    A heavy keying relay that was 
constructed like a solenoid was found that could be made to work. 
In order to furthei  increase its speed,   it was safely overvolted 
by dumping the load of a large capacitor charged to the overvolt- 
age into the solenoid.    Though fast enough,  the mirror release 
is still not very regular and it is necessary to take several pic- 
tures to learn the best setting and perhaps several more to get 
a perfectly synchronized picture. 

7.     Materials tested 

Since the emphasis in the phase of the work reported here 
is on method of test and analysis and general nature of the re- 
sponse,  the exact specification of the material is not of great 
importance.    Probably the most important consideration is how 
well the material will pK t ..^iaph.    It should have the proper sur- 
face and be of a color so that contrasting marks may be conven- 
iently made on it. 

The rubber used is particularly good in this respect.    It is 
white, has a comparatively large cross section,  exhibits large 
strains and has a low propagation velocitv.    A difficulty with the 
rubber was that in order to have the marks give good contrast 
when it was strained, the marks had *<-< be made when it was 
strained.    This procedure gave the rubber a slight set and would 
be an undesirable experimental condition for a study of the exact 
properties of the material.    Al'iO,   it was difficult to clai.ip *hm 
rubber. 

The rubber was designated by its supplier* as No.   It nyloa- 
while rubber.    It haa an C. 080 inch square cross section and is 
white.    Our analytical laboratory determined that it contained 
21% inorganic filler, presumably titanium dioxide. 

The nylon yarn used is the same materia' used by the Tex- 
tiles Section of NBS and bv the Army Chemical Center in similar 

* The Carr-Fulflex Company of Bristol,  R.  I. 
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tests [1-6],    It is the material used for weaving body armor, 
panels; uf which hive been extensively tested in the BallistiCB 
rarge at. this Center.    It is specified as high-tenacity nylon yarn, 
duPont type 300,   5 ply,   210 denier per ply,  3Z twist,   1066 denier 
total. 

Since the nylon yarn presents a much smaller surface to the 
camera than the rubber and undergoes much smaller strains,  it 
is more difficult to get good pictures and accurate data with it. 
Since it is very while and marks easily it is probably a better 
photographic subject than most yarns or filaments.    However, 
the very fiber construction that makes it so white makes it diffi- 
cult to have a sharp line between the marked and unmarked por- 
tions;  this is necessary for precision measurements.    Also,  a 
yarn may not be the best material for basic studies in this field 
since the structure of the yarn may be fully as irrnortant as the 
structure of the polymer. 

When the experimental technique is perfected and the descrip- 
tion of response is reduced to variables that may be compared 
with measurements made in other ways, it would be better to work 
with controlled materials such as special nylon samples, pure 
gum rubber with specified vulcanization,  or NBS isobutylene. 
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PART II.    RUBBER STRIP 

When measurements were first made with the rapid impact 
machine,   it had not been decided what photographic technique to 
use,  if any.    The measurements were made principally on the 
nylon yarn using the tail mass and weak link methods.    When the 
stroboscope was obtained,  it was decided to start using it with a 
material that would photograph easily and have large,  easily- 
measured strains.    The choice was rubber.    The photographic 
data for rubber are those for which the most complete analysis 
of strain waves is possible and so rubber is discussed first. 
Since rubber was chosen for its adaptability to the photographic 
method,  the tail mass and weak link methods were not used with 
rubber. 

1.    Impact data 

The best picture of rubber impact obtained and the one from 
which all the data for rubber were taken is shown in Figure 4. 
The narrow white lines on jith-;r side of the picture are the cali- 
bration marks,   100 cm between inside edges.    At the very top 
of the picture may be seen the undisturbed sample attached to 
the head mass;  in this case the head mass has a long extension 
on it so that it is as long as the sample.    Without this extension, 
a large part of the sample would have been hidden by the slider 
as impact occurred.    A portion of the slider is then seen passing 
over the sample and hitting the bead mass; the head mass goes a 
little ahead of the slider and is identified by the small while square 
on it.    The head mass and slider soon pass out of the strobe region 
into the steady-light region where they make streaks.    In the mean- 
time,  the increase of strain in the sample may be observed and 
its wave nature is apparent.    Only a oinali portion of the sample 
passed out of the strobe region.    In successive tests the sample 
may fail at the head,  the tail,  or bctH.    This one failed at the head 
and the very rapid retraction of th» rubber mav be observed.    The 
end moved at about 16 err. per m-'Ui.i^c. or 525 feet per second. 
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Thf siimpli' was 10 ' m Umg and mafkcd at every > entimeter. 
The vi-lm ity of thi-' .hc.id mass was 4. 2. < rn per tniUisei   or 1 iH 
feel per  seiond.    The picture was taken at a slroboscope frequency 
of ^OÜO p.-r  seiend and at f/l 1 on Polaroid 3000 film. 

The picture was measured with a measuring mil rose ope.    For 
eat h flash the position of each mark was measured as well as the 
position of the calibration marks.     From the known separation of 
the calibration marks a factor was delerminea to correct the meas- 
ured positions of the marks.    An undistorted picture could then be 
drawn of the motion of each mark (Figure 5).     The sample broke 
at the head 10. 5 milhsec after impact at a total length of 53 cm or 
5. 3 times its original length. 

2» iO 
DIITANCE.  CM 

Figure 5.    From Figure 4:     Distortion corrected and 
motion of each mark shown. 

From the corrected position Hat— •„;,,. strain for each centi- 
meter interval and at ..very 0.5 millisec (every flash) •«/as cal- 
culated.     The strain is then plotted against position on the sample 
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for each time interval.    The position coordinate used is position 
on the original or unstrained sample.    The strain is given as a 
strain ratio rather than a percentage.    Thu» a strain of 1. 00 would 
mean the original length was doubled.    Strain profiles plotted in 
this way required some smoothing but not very much.    This ia 

shown in Figure 6 where 
the data and smooth curves 
for a few of the times are 
plotted.    In the space-time 
regions where the strain 
s.jrned to remain constant 
for a few millii econds the 
data were most erratic and 
the values in those regions 
were averaged and straight 
lines drawn.    These were 
at strains of 1. 28 P -ar the 
bead and 2. 53 at the tail. 

The smoothed plot of 
strain against position for 
fixed times is shown (Fig- 
ure 7).    The theor^tiral 
constructions with which 
we are to compare the data 
will be made with position 
and time as coordinates. 
Hence it is uselui iw- f"- 
sent the information con- 
tained in Figure 7 in a 

different way, interchanging the roles of the ordinatc (strain) and 
the parameter (time). 

The resulting graph is shown in Figure 8.    In both tli- (x,  c) 
(Figure 7) and the (x,t) (Figure 8> diagrams the wave nature of 
the response is very evident a', first K»* ilter a single reflection 
the picture is morf '■irJused. 

Figure 6.    Rubber impact.    Strain 
vs.  position for several times, 
showing data and extent of smooth, 
ing required. 
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In studying Figuif 8 one may note that the line lor zero strain 
has some i urvature.    If,  as has been stated,   c0  it the velocity of 
propagation of the initial disturbance in any material and is a con- 
stant equal to  N/ E/p ,   shouldn't   this line be  straight ?    One can 

think of a number of rea- 
sons why the experimen- 
tally  determined line is 
not straight but the most 
likely seems to be that it 
is not really a line of zero 
strain.    It is a line just 
below that for the smallest 
detectable strain.    If this 
smallest detectable strain 
is above the elastic limit, 
which is very low for rub- 
ber,  there is no reason 
for the line to be exar'  y 
straight. -^^•--^T- 

~±1LA1 JK i/i 
0,71 

6        7 
CM 

Figure 7.    Rubber impact.    Strain 
vs.   Position for each flash of strobe 
light.    Smoothed curves. 

In order to have a meas- 
ure of the slow-speed re- 
sponse,  an Instron stress- 
strain curve was also run 
on the rubber.    The velocity 
of the head for this test was 
5 inches per minute for a 
E-inch sample,  or 250% per 

minute.    Three specimens were measured and an average curve 
drawn (Figure 9).    The average strain at break for the three was 
548%.    The average strain at break for three impact Icits was 
432%.    (The three impact tests are the one shown (Figure 4) and 
two others for which the synchronization was not good enough for a 
complete picture but from which a measurement of the strain at 
failure could be made. )   By "average"  for an impact test we mean 
values averaged along the sample as well as for the three trials. 
From the strain-position curves (l'iuurp 7) it  is obvious that the 
strain at the position of the break is higher than the average along 
the string bui apparently not as high as the strain at break in the 
Instron test. 
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Figure 8.    Rubber impact.    Position vs.   Time, 
showing lines of constant strain. 
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Z.     Pynamic  gtreas-strain curve 

The purpose of the anaiyais about to be described is to de- 
tenniae whether the response of the material may be wholly or 
partly defined by a dynamic stress-strain curve and,  if so, to 
find the curve.    If the response is only partly so defined,  we will 
try to express in some way the manner in which it departs from 
it.    To do this we must first fix on a stress-strain curve.    Then 
we asuume that this curve wholly defines the response and use 
von Karman's solution and method of characteristics [9-11] to 
calculate the strain waves.    As we will see,   such a curve only 
partly defines the response and we must include creep to get a 
reasonable picture. 

For a first trial we might try the Instron curve but since we 
have some information from the data we should be able to develop 
a more appropriate curve.    Before any reflection hap «-aken place 
the reciprocal of tue slope of a line in the (x, t) diagram is ec   ul 
to the wave velocity, c,  at that strain.    Also we may determine 
the maximum value of the strain for the first pulse,  €i,  and we 
know the impact velocity, v .    For the purpose of establishing 
the stress-strain curve, we will assume that the stress is a func- 
tion cf strain only and not of time,  sr = f( e),  and then we may use 
the relation of von Karman, 

We define the general parameter, 

4) = /« «^«i . 

a point on which is given by ^ = V|.    A second point is given by 
the fact that the strain after one refl"f-tion is fairly well established. 
This will be at ^ = i£vj.    So we may construct the three curveo, 
(c, a),  (c,c) and ( e,^) using the relations 

C   =   VTTp   d(r  FAr 
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and 

and the few points determined as above. 

This is shown in Table I.    The numbers in boxes represent 
data.    A smooth ( f, c) curve was drawn through the data points 
as far as possible (to 6 :: 1.28) and an (c^*) curve calculated 
from it by integration.    The curves were then adjusted so the 
( €,4>) curve would pass through the point ( f = 1. 28, $ = 4. 2). 
Both curves were then continued smoothly in such ^ way that the 
(e,it>) curve would pass through the point (c - 2. 53, 4> = 8. 4). 
Above this point the ( e, c) curve was drawn parallel to the (e, c) 
curve calculated from the Instron (e, T) curve,  but bending over 
at the top so it reached no higher value of c  than the maximum 
value for the Instron ruv- »     The thought behind th;„ restriction 
on c  is simply that although the dynamic values for  c  are 'ngher 
than the corresponding Instron values at low strains,  we have no 
reason to believe that when the rubber is rapidly strained to high 
values it is any more cr', sta'.line or in any condition to belter 
support a high velocity of propagation than when slowly strained 
to high values.    Values for  a were calculated from the finally- 
accepted (cc) curve.    These curves are shown in Figures 9 and 
10 along with the Instron curves. 

3.    Construction of response ignoring creep 

In this first trial we assume that these curves ''cmpletely 
define the response of the material and construct the pulacs by 
the method of characteristics.    The characteristic relations are 
v ± <)) = a constant where  v  is the particle velocity and <t> = J cde 
as defined above.    To aid in visualising these characteristics we 
may plot them on a {v,<t)) plane where  v runs from zero to vj  -»nd 
4> from zero to as many multipleb of vj as there are reflections. 
Obviously,  on this plane the characteristics are straight lines at 
±45* slopes (Figure ll). 
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TADLE I.    DYNAMIC RUBBER VALURS 

e c * = jt cde *   '- »'Jn   C*d« 

Li] 

cm/msec cm/msec 

0 

grns/cm2                                        j 

0 ÜL-JÜ 
. z 4.3 .93 4.8 X   10J                                       I 

.4 3.7 1.73 

2.43 

8.3                                                   1 

11. 0 .6 

1 3"- 39 1 
3.25 

.8 2.8 3.03 

3.66 

13.0                                                1 

:i.5 

ji.oj 

1.0 

1  2.74 i 

2.4^ 

•i 

1.2 2.3 4.03 15-7                                 1 
16.9 

1 1-28J 
1.4 

|  2.0 | 

2.28 

| 4. 2 | 

4.49 

1.6 1.48 4.96 i8. i                   I 

1.8 2.90 5.50 19.7                                                | 

2.0 3.43 6.14 21.9 

2.2 3.96 6.87 25.0 

2.4 4.54 7.72 29. 0 

| 2.53 | 18.4J 

  

-. --                                                     I 

5.0 8. 10 25 96 172. 5 

Note;    Numbers in boxes represent data. 
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Figure II.    (v,^) diagram for 
a rubber impact. _v is partirl,- 
velocity,and + = J cdr      Lines 
arc characteristics,  v ± c = a 
constant. 

We then construct the 
responst! on an (x,t) diagram 
(Figure 12).    Values for the 
points through the first re- 
flection are given in Table II. 
Here we have allowed for the 
fact that thn head take» a little 
time to accelerate and c<oes 
not instantly start at V|  as 
previously assumed.    This is 
shown in the first five unlet- 
tered points in the table at 
x = 10.    They are obtained by 
estimating a velocity-time 
curve for the head from the 
distance-time data (Figure 5). 
The first point is for v = 0 
and the fifth point is for 
v = V| - 4. 2, the maximum 
velocity of the head.    Enough 
points are taken in between 
to give the desired detail in 
the construction.    Since $ = v 
for the first pulse,  values of 
e corresponding to these points 
may be obtained from the ( C, <t>) 
curve (Figure 10) and values 
of c from the {f,r.) curve 
(Figure 10).    Straight line» 
are then drawn front theje 
points at the slopes given by 
the values of c.    These lines 
are straight until they meet 
reflections from the fixed end. 
The letters in Table II corre- 
spond to those in Figures 11 and 
12. 

Let us illustrate the method 
of finding the location of points 
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Fig'ire 12.    (x,t) rt'?.s»am tor a rubber impact calculated 
from characteristics,    (x is position 
on the unstrained sample. ) 
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TAKLE II.    CALCULATED STRAIN WAVE PATTERN IN RUBBER 

Point* X t € c V 4_ 
cm msec cm/msec cm/msec cm/m«« 

0 0 5.0 0 0 

. 13 .24 4. 15 1.05 1.05 

10 .26 .50 3.45 2. 1 2. 1 

.51 .85 2.7 3. 15 3. 15 

.75 1.28 2.27 4.2 4.2 

A 0 2.00 0 5.0 0 0 

D 1   lr> ?.   2? .24 4. 15 1.05 '   05 

C 2.22 2. 53 . 50 3,45 2.1 2. 1 

D 3.50 2.92 .85 2.7 3.15 3. 15 

E 4.32 3.26 1.28 2.27 4.2 4.2 

F 0 2. F,7 .50 3.45 0 2. 1 

G 1.07 2.90 .85 2.7 1.05 3. 15 

H 2.34 3.39 1.28 2.27 2. 1 4.2 

I 3. 18 3.72 1.7a 2.70 3. 15 5.25 

J 0 3.34 1.28 2.27 0 4.2 

K 1.22 3.83 1.72 2.70 1.05 5.25 

L 2.04 4.09 2.05 3.56 2. 1 6.3 

M 0 4.22 2.05 3.56 0 6.3 

N .79 4.41 2.31 4.25 1.05 7.35 

O 0 4.58 2  *? 4.90 0 8.4 

* Letters correspond to letters in Figures 11 and 12. 
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within the reflection.     Suppose that we know the location of two 
points,  one on a characteristic from the head and the other on 
a reflected characteristic from the fixed tail,  and we wish to 
know where they will intersect on the (x,t) plane.    From the 
(v,4)) Hiagram (Figure 11) we may determine the value of $ 
for the two known points and the unknown point of interne«.Uon. 
We then calculate the average value of 4> between each of the 
pointt and the point of intersertion and from that an average 
value of c  between points and so we know the slopes from the 
known points ai.d may determine the value of x and t at the 
intersection.    We nee that using average values in this way,  the 
more of the intermediate strain values we use,  th" more accurate 
is our construction.    After completing the first reflection,  the 
pulse is again represented by straight lines until there is another 
reflection, this time at the head.    This continues until the break- 
ing strain is i-eached. 

The results of this construction may be seen in Figur ■ 12 
and compared with the ( x, t) plot of the data, Figure 8.    The 
diagrams are on a slightly different basis in that all the lines in 
the data plot are consta.it suain lines,  whereas in the constructed 
plot only the lines between reflections represent constant strain, 
and the crisscross Hues within the reflections are characteristic 
lines.    However, the strain is known at all points within the re- 
flection and lines of constant strain could be constructed.    They 
would be bounded by the outside lines of the reflection and be 
roughly parallel to the x-axis. 

In comparing Figure 12 with Figure 8 we see that the con- 
structed plot reproduces the data fairly well as far as the buildup 
of strain is concerned.    In fact,  if we plot strain against time for 
any one position,  it looks quite reasonable.    This has been done 
in Figure 13a where the solid experimental curve taken from Fig- 
ure 8 may be compared with the calculated curve taker» from Fig- 
ure 12.    But in considering the figves as a whole it is obvious 
that although the shape of the pulses and tht size of the space-time 
area of constant strain «tpr^c fuiny well for one pulse and its re- 
flection,  the changes with time of the wave form are in ^n opposite 
sense in the two figures.    In the constructed plot the pulses become 
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a.   Experimental and calcu- 
lated from cbaracteristica. 

b.   Experimental and c>>i>.a 
lated with creep. 

E'gure 13.    Strain vs.  Time for one position (8. 5) in 
the sample of impacttd rubber. 

sharper and the constant strain arcs? become more pronounced 
as time goes on, but in the data plot the puU -s spread out so they 
are unrecognizable and th» c&uaiant strain areas disappear.    To 
further sho"- that the picture we have constructed in Figure 12 is 
not correct, we look again at the (v,4>/ diagr im (Figure 11). 
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Here we se>' that the; particle ve)ocity in the constant strain areas 
near the fixed end is zero and near the head it is equal to V|. 
From the original diagram of corrected data (Figure 5) we see 
this is true lor only the early times indicated by the constant 
strain areas in the data (x,t) diagram (Figure 8). 

4.    Othei  {juBsihle constructions without creep 

In trying to improve our constructed picture so that it gives 
a better match with the data,  the first thought is whether we us ;d 
the correct stress-»train curve.    An effort was made to find a 
stress-strain curve that would give a better fit, b('f with little 
success.    One such trial was made by constructing rather extreme 
and unnatural strain-velority and stress-strain curves for which 
the only criterion as to how to draw the curves was to make the 
constructed (x,t) diagram of strain match the strain data.    The 
result was an improvenv-U over Figure \i in the o-i-.se that the 
pulses did not sharpen up as much and did not quite reach t.i« 
condition of being a shock wave.    This is the condition at the top 
of Figure 12 where the calculated pulse is a single line.    How- 
ever the pulses still bee .me sharper with time,  rather than 
spreading out as in the data.    If this procedure had given a pic- 
ture that matched the data,  we could accept the unnatural-seeming 
curves but if the improvement they give is minoi ,  it seems better 
to stay with a more natural stress-strain curve and look for some 
other mechanism to explain the results. 

In general, we may say that any stress-strain curve used in 
the manner described will give well-defined pulses and 11 the 
curve is at all concave upward the pulses will become sharper 
with time.    If the curve bent downward so that the slope and 
therefore the wave velocity became less with greater strains, 
the pulses would tend to spread out,  but then the whole picture 
would be quite different.    With a lower wave velocity there would 
be more time between reflei:tion6.    With more time between re- 
flections there would be less interference Dctween the pulses,  and 
the slower wave velocities »■h'V-lü appear as steeper lines of con- 
stant strain 'n tl.c (x.t) diagram than appeared in the dr*a.    In 
fact,  to reproduce the data entirely by wave motion,  it would 
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appear thai rai h pulst would have to have the complete spectrum 
of wave velocities from the fastest to the slowcot.    Some analyses 
were tried in which each successive pulse wa« treated as if it 
were progressing into previously unstrained material,  but the re- 
sults were not very satisfactory.     Besides,   no ijatisfactory mecha- 
nism for such behavior could be imagined. 

Therefore it was concluded that a dynamic tlress-strain re- 
lation alone will not explain the response of the material,   and in 
order to got agreement we must consider that a certain amount 
of creep is taking place in the time of the experiment. 

5.     Construction with creep 

Creep of rubber for short times has been investigated ( 12, 
13].    Direct measurement is difficult but the behavior may be 
deduced by the principle of equivalence of time-scale and tem- 
perature change which if >   ;11 established [ 15-17].    Ilie creen 
strain is observed for measurable times at various tempera*.ires. 
The values of strain at each time and temperature must then be 
normalized in such a way as to correct for the change in equilib- 
rium strain with temperature.    Conant,  et al.   [ 12], did this by 
expressing each strain as a percentage of the equilibrium strain 
at that temperature.    Wood [13] used T/2P8 as a normalization 
factor where T is the temperature of observation in 'K and 298 *K 
(25,C) is a reference temperature.    This procedure is based on 
the conclusions of the statistical theory of an equilibrium modulus 
of rubber elasticity [ 16].    The corrected strains may then be 
plotted against the logarithm of time and shifted along the lop-time 
axis until the overlapping portions coincide.    We theu have a curve 
showing the creep of rubber at a single temperature.    The curve 
is sigmoid in shape on a log-time scale.    With times reduced to 
room temperature, the slope rapidly increases to a maximum at 
times of the order of microseconds,  and then decreases and be- 
comes linear on this log-time scale at times above a second or so. 

It was not feasible to conduct the above e>perimeat8 on the 
rubber used in the present. rnvciUgation.    It was assumed that a 
creep curv«» frr Luis rubber would have the same general oliape as 
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those published for other rubbers,  particularly in the time scales 
of the thanpes in slope.    Since in these curves the maximum 
slope is at times of the order of qiicroseconds und the slope is 
linear at times greater than 1  second,  the slo^.e will not be chang- 
ing rapidly in the time scale of the present experiment which is 
in the order of milliseconds.    Therefore we will not be greatly 
in error if we consider the creep curve on a log-time scale to be 
linear for the less than 2 decades of time involved.    What we shall 
do is determine the slope for some of the observed values in the 
early part of the experiment and consider that this holds through- 
out.    As some support we may conduct a creep experiment at 
room temperature and see whether the slope is -ppreciably less 
than that determined as above.    The equation for a creep that is 
linear on a logarithmic time scale is 

£ - €o   =   k log t/t0 . 

A sample of the rubber used here was hung up unde- a steady 
load and the elongation observed as a function of time.    The re- 
sults arc shown in Figure 14     The creep was logarithmic with a 
value of k = . 062 using Icgig. 

i 111 mil 

too i.ono 
TIME, StCON»« 
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J_LLl 11! 
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Figure 14.    Creep of rubber. 

From the data 
for the present im- 
pact experiment 
(Figure 8) in the 
time after the first 
pulec r.nrt before the 
second,  the strain 
at the head, which 
should lie constant 
according to the 
wave theory,  rose 
from I. 28 at  l = 0. 75 
millisec to 1. 50 at 
t = 5, 25 millisec. 
These values when 
substil..ted into the 
equation above give 
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k      0. 260 pirr di'i atle.    The creep rate; thii.s calculated in tho 
milliin i oncl region is about (our tiineu as large per dccadi.' of 
lime- -is Uic ralf observed in the !ong-timl• experiment plottod 
in Figure  14.     This is to be enpetted,  for the sigmoid curve in 
steeper in the milhseiond region than it is at longer times.    So 
a logarithmit  creep law  vith k - 0. 260 will be combined with 
the above wave analysis to see if the agreement between Figure 
12 and Figure 8 i an be improved upon. 

In using this logarithrnit law,  for each increment of strain 
for which we calculate creep,  we must have a zero time when 
this strain first started and a later time when the strain value 
is known.    ( We must have a zero time in order to i.,. the time 
relation of the logarithmic creep with the rest of the experiment 
but there can be no zero on the logarithmic curve since that 
would imply a negatively infinite strain.     What we are actually 
assuming is that the strain increases from zero strain and zero 
time on a sigmoid or «cr..., ouch curve and that in the region "f 
interest we may approximate this curve by a logarithmic cuive. ) 
Creep was calculated for each pulse and also as a function of x. 
The beginning of the pulse,  the time at each position when the 
pulse first had an effect,  was taken as zero time for the creep 
due to this pulse and at this value of  x.    The other time used 
was the end of the pulse,  the time when the strain at this position 
reached the maximum value of strain for this pulse as calculated 
without creep. 

For each pulse there would be,  on the ( x, t) diagram (Fig- 
ure 15),   a line for the maximum value of strain without i ri,c^, 
and above this,   lines rt: intervals for the creep to be ad^,'! to 
this strain.    For example,  the maximum strain of the iict pulse 
was 1. 28,  and lines were calculated for strains of 1. 28 +    02, 
1. 28 + . 07,   and so forth.    During the interva'. between the first 
and second pulses,  only the creep resulting from the first pulse 
was present,  but as soon as the second pulse had passed,  the 
creep resulting from it was supe/posed on the creep already 
present.    So at any point in th • ciiagram th» tcial strain at that 
position and that time is Z''"-1' "Y ^le sum of the strains con- 
tributed by all the pulses that have passed plus the amount 'jy 
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whiih the  strain contribution oC each pulse has increased by creep 
bincu its passage.    In calculating the characteristic lines,  the 
creep J/n K ignored within a reflection but it was included in deter- 
mining the wave velocity and the slope of the lines between reflec- 
tions. 

A square pulse with a vertical front may not be bandied in 
this way.    In order to use a logarithmic law starting at the end of 
a pulse we would have to assume a zero time before the pulse. 
With a square wave front we have no way of determining such a 
time.    In this analysis only the late pulses where there was not 
much time left had very steep fronts that made the use of the loga- 
rithmic law impractical.    In this region the creep \.atf aisumod to 
be a linear function of time.    The linear creep that gave about the 
same values that the log creep would have for the short times in- 
volved bad a strain increase of 0. 02S per millisec. 

The results of taking    .«.ount of creep in the analysis arr 
shown in Figure 15.    This shows separately the calculated strain 
caused by the pulses (solid line),  the creep strain resulting from 
the 1st pulse (long dashes),  the creep strain resulting from the 
2nd pulse ( short dashes), fro.n the 3rd pulse (dots),  and from the 
4th pulse (dash-dots).    The strains have been added together to 
give an (x,t) diagram of total strain including creep.    This dia- 
gram is shown in Figure 16. 

This may be compared with the (x,t) diagram from the data 
(Figure 8).    We see that the constructed picture (with creep) 
does match the data fairly well, particularly in that it does. n~* 
have the large regions of constant strain which were the principal 
way in which the construction without creep (Figure 12) departed 
from the data. 

6.    General comments and summary 

Unfortunately it is not easy to luoh at these pictures (Figures 
8,   12,   16) and compare them "ery critirally.    It is possible that 
other assumptions as to just ho-v ihe strain varies with time would 
give as good a picture.    Plotting strain against time for auy one 
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Figure 16. (x,t) r**agittm for a rubber impact obtained 
from Figure 15 by combining character.stic 
calculation and creep. 
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position clous givi. a diffun.'nt point of view but is not completi-ly 
satisfactory.    For onu thing,  wo must plot curvoa at fairly ilose 
values of  x  to be  sure we havi; not missed anything.    Also in 
c omparing how two analyses match the data by the use of strain- 
lime curves,   it might be found that one analysis would match the 
data better for some values of x and the other match better for 
different values.     In the present case the curves at a value of 
x = 8. 5 were chosen as being fairly representative of all the 
turves.    These are shown in Figure 13.    As mentioned before, 
the construction without creep matched the data fairly well with 
this type of curve ( Figure 13a).    The construction with creep 
(Figure 13b) was better at first, but the calculated strain value 
rose above the data as the breaking strain was approached.    This 
is probably because we oversimplified in assuming the same creep 
law to apply for the entire time of the experiment. 

We shall review what 'vc have determined concerning the re- 
sponse of a rubber strip to longitudinal impact.    The over-all re- 
sponse and increase in local strain are wavelike in nature and in 
accordance with a stress-strain curve not very different from a 
slow-speed curve.    However, the creep that occurs during the 
experiment is appreciable and must be considered.    It tends to 
obscure the wave nature of the response. 
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PART III.    NYLON YARN 

When wc disi uss the nylon photographic data in a later sec- 
tion it will be seen ihn*, we have as yet been unable to get ittrobo- 
scopic pictures of nylon impact accurate enough for an analysis, 
as has been done above for rubber.    However,  other measure- 
m^ata were made that will give some indication at least of how 
well a high-speed stress-strain curve characterizes the impact 
bebavior of this material. 

1.    Result of time measurements with tail mass 

First we will describe the use of a tail-mas« method to de- 
termine a stress-strain curve.    With a tail mats we determine 
force at the tail and average strain over the entire sample, both 
as a function of tim».    Sittctly speaking, this will not give us a 
stress-strain curve when strain waves are present,  since the 
stress and strain will not be measured at the same place at the 
same time.    How well data obtained in this way represent the 
actual stress-strain curve ior the nylon depends in part on the 
answer to our question as to how well a stress-strain curve 
characterizes the response of the material.    If the stress-strain 
curve completely represents the response of the nylon, the wave 
fronts will be distinct and there will be no change in strain after 
the passage of a wave front and so the tail mass data would depart 
seriously from the stress-strain curve.    However, if there is 
appreciable creep present, the increase in strain due lo tb* waves 
will not be so large a percentage of the total increase a.3 with wave 
motion alone.    In this case the tail mass data will more nearly 
give the actual stress-strain curve,    Wc will assume tb^t there 
is sufficient creep so that theue data may be called a stresa-atrain 
curve. 

In order to use this streae>-sit-in curve to compute a strain- 
wave pattern we must now ignore the cr»»»p.    This is not contra- 
dictory to the above as—'riiytion, for here we are not assuming 
anything us i-o töe actual behavior of the material but Sin ply hold- 
ing a variable constant in order to obtain a partial solution to a 
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problem.     From Ih1»  struin-wave pattern and tlur streBH-slrain 
i urvi- we; may determine a force-time curve for the tail end of 
the sample.    Thie curve may be compared with measurement B 

made bv the weak link method (described later).    If these meas- 
urements should agree with the computed curve,  which must be 
thought of as a partial solution with no creep considered,  it would 
indicate that there was no creep.    Howevr,  this would be a con- 
tradiction,   since we had to assume creep in order to accept the 
stress-strain curve.     But we will see in the next section that the 
measured and computed rnrve« Ho not agree and the computed 
curve does seem to be the partial solution that it should be. 

Experiments performed: 

A series of experiments with a tail mans were mad'! on the 
high-tenacity nylon.    The tail mass weighed 2.82 grams, the 
head mass 31.7 grams.   ".- c samples of nylon yarn were 27  1/2 
inches long and the average   .»itial head mass velocity was liO 
feet per second.    In a tail mass experiment,  whether the sample 
breaks or not depends,  among other things,  on the velocity of 
impact.    In these experii.ieni»,   160 feet per second just about 
strained the sample to the breaking point and some broke and 
some did not.    Abou'i; SO shots were made and time-distance 
curves for the head and tail masses were determined,  accurate 
to about ±5% as in Figure 17.    An Instron stress-strain curve 
(Figure 20) was taken on a 5-inch length of the nylon yarn at 
12 inches per minute,  or 4% per second for comparison with the 
results.    Also the velocity of the fir U disturbance was i. canted 
by breaking a fine wire at the tail with no tail mass.    Thin gave 
about 93 inches per milliscc.    So we may approximate the first 
strain pulse from 

vi '.97 ,„ 

The average sli-ain at any time may be determined directly 
from the position of the hnnd aui ta" :..ass at that time and so a 
r.train-time curve »^ .... accurate as the distance-time curves. 
In oraer to obtain force or acceleration versus time we must 
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TIME.NiiLLISEC 
Figure 17.    Nylon yarn ir/ip^ct.   P' -ition curve» for 31. 7-grarn 

head maa» impacted at 160 ft/»ec and 2. 82-gram 
tail mas» connected with 27 l/2 inches ot 
1066 denier high-tenacity nylon yarn. 
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twice differentiate the distance-time curve of the tail mass.    The 
results of such double differentiation are very dependent on the 
exact shape of the curve and the data were not accurate enough 
for very reliable results.     However,   some information was ob- 
tained. 

Velocity and acceleration curves: 

Uniformly-spaced points read from the distance-time curve 
;f the tail mass were tahnlated and numerically differentiated. 

The exact method 
of diffe-cntiation 
used did not seem 
to matter.    Values 
of the derivative 
were plotted and 
a velücii, curve 
drawn ( Figure  ' j). 
Points from the 
velocity curve were 
then tabulated,  dif- 
ferentiated and 
plotted to give the 
acceleration curve 
of Figure 19.    Since 
the mass and accel- 
eration of the tail 
mass arc ncv known, 
the force acting on 
it may be calculated. 
This is the tensile 
force in the yarn at 
the point where it 
is attached to the 
tail mass. 

TIME,   mllliitc 

Figure 18.    Velocity of tail mass 
shown in Figure 17. 

There is some 
question as to iust h..w tue velocity and acceleration curves .bould 
be drawn.    We could use the Instron stress-strain curve or some 
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assumed dynamic stress-strain curve and estimate where the 
wave motion would cause sudden change« of slope in the velocity 
curve and corresponding pulses in the acceleration curve.    This 

could be kept in 
mind when draw- 
ing the curves 
through the plotted 
points of Figures 
18 and 19.    How- 
ever, particularly 
since we are assum- 
ing üi appreciable 
creep,  it seemed 
better to draw the 
best smooth curve 
possible through 
the pumta and let 
the pulses fo.iii if 
they would.    There 
was no definite evi- 
dence of pulses seen 
in this way.    As we 
will see when dis- 
cussing the photo- 
graphs of strain 
waves, this agrees 
with the rounding 
and spreading of the 
pulseii as they pas» 
down the sample. 
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Figure 19.    Acceleration of tail mass 
shown in Figure 17. 

Stress-strain curve»; 

Stress, computed from such a smooth acceleration curve, was 
plotted against average strain as shuv.-ri in Figure 20.    This curve 
is only a little above the Instmn curve at first but then rises 
sharply to about 160% of the rn^ximum Instron stress at about 70% 
of the maximivr. Xustron strain. 
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Figure 20.    SUess-otrain curvet for nylon yarn. 
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Figure 21.    Strto«-8t»-»i:i curves for nylon yarn 
calculated from extreme position 
curves to show improbable shapes. 
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In order to check these high stress values,  th»? curve of tail- 
mas» position in Figure  17 was redrawn in such a way as to lead 
to the most conservative possible estimate of maximum stress. 
The redrawn position lies above the original (solid) curve.    The 
resulting stress-strain curve is shown in Figure 21.    The maxi- 
marn slreHH has indeed been reduced, but the curve has an irregu- 
lar and improbable shape. 

Going to the other extreme,   still another curve of tail-mass 
position was drawn in Figure 17.    This curve lies below the solid 
curve and gives the hißhest computed maximum stress.    The 
stress-strain curve for this extreme is also shown in Figure 21. 
The maximum stress is twice the Instron value.    Like the othir 
cur"c in the figure, this one has an irregular and improbable 
shi'oe.    These various values are tabulated below. 

TABLE 111.    MAXIMUM STRESS AND STRAIN VALUES 
FOR NYLON 

Max.  stress    Max.   strain 
(gm/denier ) ( %) 

Instron 7.2 19. 1 

Impact: 

Lowest possible (from upper 
curve. Fig.   17) 

6.6 13 3 

Most likely (from solid-line 
curve, Fig.   17) 

11.6 13. 3 

Highest possible (from lower 14.4 13. 3 
curve. Fig.   17) 

So we may say that the high-speed curve is definitely above 
the slow-speed one.    The breaMsg strains are significantly lower 
with high-speed Ui4 cne maximum stress at failure is nrobably 
significantly higher. 
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2.    Result of time meagurements with weak link 

Meaaured Btress pulse; 

In measuring the force at the tail by the "weak link" method, 
the appropriate number of strands of AWG40 copper wire were 
held together and twisted with the end of the nylon     The joint was 
then coated with Pliobond cement.    The joint was about 3/4 inch 
and the nylon sample was 30 inches long.    The wire was placed 
in th»" tail clamp so as to leave 1/4 inch or less of free wire.    An 
electrical connection was made from a wire within the joint and 
from the tail clamp so that when the free wire broke,  the timing 
stopped.    The timinp was started by a wire immediately in front 
of the head mass.    It was found by a static test that one strand of 
the AWG40 copper was broken by 137 grams.    So by timing many 
tests with various numbers of strands and a new sample of nylon 
each time,  a time profile iv? '.he force at the tail end o* Llie sample 
could be determined. 

This method could not be used for checking the maximum 
stress,  as had been hoped.    Whan there were more than about 30 

wires so that their 

S3 

TIME, mllllMC. 

Figure 22.    Stress pulse at fixed end of 
1066-denier high-tenacity uv1r«c. y»rn 
impacted at 16n it/Bee.    Measured,  and 
calculated from characteristics. 

combined strength 
approached that of 
the nylon, the behav- 
ior was erratic and 
unreliable.    However, 
the method ssemed 
to work well with only 
a few wires and good 
measuremeiii of the 
first pulse was ob- 
tained (Figure 22). 

The initial in- 
c '»ase in stress at 
the tail did not indi- 
cate a steep wve 
front but occurred 
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gradually.     There was a definite plateau,   however,  before the 
second pulse reached the tail after reflection from the head. 

Calculated stress pulae: 

A theoretical study of the wave motion was made using 
von Karman' s method of characteristics and the impact stress- 
strain curve shown in Figure 20. 

Tlic delails of the analysis will not be given here, bnt the 
approach is ibout the same as with rubber. From the stress- 
strain curve,  values of 

jl   da 

and 

9   "   Jo cdt 

are calculated.    Then from the known value of the impact velocity 
of the he-.d mass,   1. 92 Michpa/millisec,  the vali'e of the maximum 
strain in the first pulse and the velocity of any strain in the pulse 
may be determined.    Then by using the characteristic lines, the 
reflection at the tail may be computed,  and so on.    We now have 
an (x, t) diagram of the strain iu the sample.    By taking the values 
of strt^n and time at the tail and converting the strain to stress 
by the stress-strain curve,  we obtain a calculated stress-time 
curve to compare with the me>isu/.ed curve from the broken "vires. 
These are shown in Figure 22. 

Comparison of measured and calculated curves: 

The calculated stress-time rurvt agrees well with the data 
in the region of constant strain alter the first pulse has passed. 
The theoretical value was £. XZ grams per denier and the value 
measured with breaking wires was 2. 06 grams per denier. 

However, thf .;.»iculated initial wave front is much ■'teeper 
than that observed.    A study vas made to make sure there wer»; 
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no explainable factors causing this difference.    The bead mass 
does not actually assume the velocity Vi  instantly.    Its accelera- 
tion was measured and this used to recalculate the shape of tbt 

first pulse.    Tbe(x,t) 
diagram for this cal- 
culation is shown in 
Figure 23.    The same 
general type of response 
that is occurring in the 
nylon must occur in the 
wire link and it will 
take a fia'tc time to 
reach breaking strain. 
The link was kept short 
so that this time would 
be short but it may be 
appreciable,    The time 
to break the wiret .vas 
estimated and this used 
to correct the experi- 
mental values. 

Finally, for better 
comparison, the calcu- 
lated stress values were 
adjusted so the plateau 
agrees exactly with the 
measured value.    The 
results arc shewn in 
Figure 24. POSITION, X.lnehM 

The shapes of the 
curves are in fair agree- 
ment but the measured 

Figure 23.    (x,t) diagram for 
a nylon impact at 160 ft/sec. 
Allowance is made for the time 
to accelerate the head mass, _^„ 

increase in stress is 
definitely slpwer than that calculated from a sv.-ss-strain curve. 
It does not seem likely that ihe«-? cuuld be a stress-strain curve 
that would give Ovis blower increase and still give the good ajree- 
ment in stress values on the plateau.    Therefore there must be 
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L reep preBent to 
account for the dif- 
ference in the curves. 
It might be better to 
call it "stress relaxa- 
tion" in this instance 
but this is just another 
manifestation of the 
same mechanism as 
creep. 

Nummary: 

Figure 24.    Stress pulse at fixed 
end of nylon yarn.    As in Figure 22, 
except that measur'-1    alues are 
corrected for time to break wires 
and calculated values are corrected 
for time to accelerate head mass 
and stress values ncrm .lized. 

To summarize, 
we may say that,  for 
the first part of the 
curve where the weak- 
link method --.ciy be 
used,  a stress-strain 
curve with the method 
of von Karman ignor- 
ing creep gives a good 

partial solution as Beer, by the agreement on the plateau,  but for 
completeness we must include creep.    However,  there does not 
seem to be enough information here to evaluate the creep. 

3.     Reduction of photographic data 

In the case of the rubber impact discussed in Part !'    the 
analysis would probably not be changed a great deal by an improve- 
ment in experimental accuracy.    However,  in Figure 6 we see that 
there is appreciable scatter in the strain data.    This mav be due to 
uneven illumination,  lens distortion,  film irregularity,  fuzzinesn 
of the marks on being stretched,  inaccuracy of the measuring 
microscope scale,  or even nor.-uiiiformity of the material.    In any 
case,  with nylon yarn where the smaller cr< -s section makes it 
much more difficult to «et a gouu picture and the strains are much 
smaller,   we ^a.i expect to have considerably more scaU .'• in the 
nylon strain data.    Since it will take considerable time and effort 
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to make an appreciable improvement in the experimental accuracy, 
we will discuss here what has been obtained so far and what steps 
have been taken to get as much as possible out of the data. 

Picture of nylon impact: 

The best picture of a nylon impnut obtained is shown in Fig- 
ure 25.    This was made with a 75-cm sample of nylon yarn marked 
at every centimeter.    There was an additional mark one-half cen- 
timeter beyond each 10-civi mark.    It was impacted at 160 feet per 
second or 4. 87 cm per millisec.    The picture was taken at f/6. 3 
on Polaroid 3000 film and the stroboscope flashed at eOOO per sec- 
ond.   Only about half of this sample was illuminated by the strobe. 
The white lines on the outside are calibration marks,   100 cm be- 
tween inside edges.    There were two white marks on the head mass 
and the straight lines made by them before impact may be seen in 
the upper right.    Th<> s'aaud lines across the whole picture a»    the 
streak made by the slider and the impact point may be seen about 
a third of the way down.    Notice that the head moves a little faster 
than the slider.    The break occurred at the head about three-fourths 
of the way down from the top of the picture.    The illumination and 
picture quality were not uniform across the film and there were 
gaps in the data.    Data are also missing from the part of the yarn 
hidden by the slider. 

Measurements: 

The position of each mark at each flash was measured wiu. £ 
measuring microscope and the reading corrected according to the 
distance between the 100-cm calibration points.    The timing in the 
steady-light region was determined by moving straight across from 
the strobe region.    From these corrected-ponition data, the length 
of each segment between marks could be determined at any time 
and so the strain at any time ca'.rulated.    This procedure gave 
strain values with considerable »catter and it was obvious that 
some smoothing would have to b^ '.'one bef TC «my use could be 
made of them.    The stmin cüuld be calculated for greater inter- 
vals,  say 5 CTu, but this would he. using only a fraction of the data 
available and trial calculations made in this way still seemed to 
have too much scatter. 
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Figure 25.     Nylon impacted at 160 ft/aec.     75-cm aample. 
Strobe rate «000/aec.    f/6. 3 on Polaroid 3000. 
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Smoothing the data: 

In order to use all the data and plot thc-m in such a way that 
the' variations could be smoothed out,  the displacement nf. oarh 

mark from its original position was deterrr.'r'.ed for each flash 
(i. e. ,  time).    For each flash the displacement was plotted as a 

furu tion of the original unstrained position and a smooth curve 
drawn.     This also served to fill in the gaps in the data.    The dis- 

plac ement data and c urves arc shown for several flaf^hes in Fig- 
ure E6.    The unit of time in all these curves is a flash and since 
the strobe operated at 8000 per second,   eight flashe-j equal one 

millisecond or enc flaah equals one-eighth of a millisecond. 

30 
POSITION, X.cm. 

Figure 26. Nylon impact. Diäplaf-em«>n, vs. Position 

for sevp".! -imes (flashes), showing data 
and extent of smoothing required. 
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0 
fIXIO POSITION, X.CM. 

75 

Figure 27.    Nylon impact.    Strain vs. 
Position for each flash, rttlculated from 
umooth^H displacement curves as on 
Figure Ü.6. 

From the 
smoothed curves 
of displacement, u, 
as a function of posi- 
tion, x,  the Hisplace- 
ment was read at 
5-cm intervals and 
tabulated.    This was 
done for every flash. 
The «train is equal tc 
du/dx which may be 
detLi'mined from this 
table.    It was done 
with 5-point Lagran- 
gian differentiation 
formulae but divided 
diflercnceft would give 
about the s-.iiC results. 
The results are shown 
in Figure 27. 

It had been ex- 
pected that the graph- 
ical smoothing of the 
displacement curves 
would also smooth the 
strain values, but this 
was obvious1" not the 
case.    It seems natu- 
ral to assume that the 
extreme variations in 
each strain-position 
line are due to experi- 
mental error but we 
should consider the 
possibility that they 
are real.    This will 
be discubd^d a little 
later. 
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üv<• r-.iII rcapon■<<■: 

t'.vt'ii il Unsi- i .intlom varialion.s of strain along the bSrr.plc 
are real,  they can be Ihought of is simply local pt-rturbations if 
we wiuh to consider the over-all response of the material,     For 
this purpose,  we might wish to smooth them out.    This could be 
done by drawiiig smooth curves through the points for each flash. 
Hosv.ver,  the resulting curves v/ould not be reliable enough to 
warrant the type of analytis that was tried with the rubber,   and 
for general c onclusions we may as well consider Figure 27 as is. 
Here we see that the lines for Hashes i to S (. 25u to . 6iS milii- 
sec) come together ne^r lue Lead ^ith little change of strain and 
flashes 4 to 8 (. 50 to 1. 0 millisec) do the same at the tail.    This 
behavior is most reasonably explained as a pulse building up at 
the head and being reflected at the tail.    For greater times and 
strains there are no such well-defined regions and the strain 
merely increases with little or no evidence of pulse0 

This means that the material is obeying a dynamic stress- 
strain curve at first,   but at longer times creep becomes more 
important "ind obscures the wsve nature of the response.    This 
is the same general type of behavior that was observed with rub- 
ber. 

Variations: 

We now return to the question of whether the variations of 
strain with position observed in Figure 27 are entirely experi- 
mental error or to some extent at least are real.    Some Ejppon 
for their reality is given by the conclusion of Stewart,  et al.   [4, 
5],  that similar variations observed by them were real.    They 
subjected the same type of nylon yarn used here to transverse im- 
pact at ballistic speeds and rec orrfrrt the loi1 "ütudinal strain photo- 
graphically.    The variations in strain along the sample were  simi- 
lar to tnose observed here bu' with a greater amplitude and more 
closely spaced along the sample.    They at first considered them 
to be errors,  but after man; test« ' cr.^lucled they were real.    Be- 
fore deciding wheth'-r ^ur variations in strain are real or not,  we 
must improve our experimental accuracy.    Since this will take 
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sume time,   il aeuina  worth while to try and draw a tentative con- 
clusion fro-n the present data. 

Further smoothing of data; 

What we must try to do is to find some means of srr.ootliing 
the strain data that discriminates between random error and 
real variations.    We could plot the strain as a function of time at 
different positions along the sample.    The errors would appear 
in each curve but variations in strain due to position would be evi- 
(ieni unly in guiii^ fioiu one curve to another.     So drawing these 
curves smoothly would tend to smooth out errors     However, the 
shape of the strain-time curves will depend very much on the 
shape of the wave fronts and how much creep is present.    So their 
use would require approximations and assumptions that make this 
approach unsatisfactory. 

It would be better if there were some other paramete-   besides 
strain that could be determined from the same measurements as 
strain,  which would include the errors but which would not depend 
as much on the nature c i th   material at a given x-position as 
strain does.    Particle velocity may be such a parameter.    It is 
given by v = 9u/8t  wh le strain is given by € =: 9u/9x.    Therefore 
v can be calculit-id fi om the table of displacement values at differ- 
ent positions and times that was obtained from the smoothed (u,x) 
curves and used to calculate strain.    Velocity should not be affected 
as much as strain by variations in the nature of the material along 
its length.    For example,  if tliere were a weak spot,  the «train 
there might be much greater than on either side of this spot,    bui 
this spot could not be moving at a velocity that was much different 
from that of the adjacent material. 

So particle velocity was calculated from the table as mentioned 
above and plotted against x for each flash,  and smooth curves 
were drawn.    In drawing thefte curves we took advantage of the fact 
that at all times the velocity at the tail is zero and at the bead is 
equal to the velocity of tlv: af»* rua*».    Some examples of the 
curves obtained ai^ shown in Figure 28.    The reasons riven above 
for not smoothing strain by plotting it against time do not apply to 
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25 50 
POSITION, X.CM. 

Figure 28.    Nylon impact.    Velocity vs.  Position for several 
times (t), calculated from smoothed displace- 
ment curves as on Figure 26. 

velocity,   since velocity is not affected as directly by creep as 
strain is.    Also the strain increases monotonically,  bv the 
velocity increases and decreases with the wave motion so that 
the wave motion is better defined.    So for additional smoothing, 
values read from the smooth velocity-position curves may be 
plotted againet time for each position and smooth curves drawn. 
Some examples are given in Figure ?9.    H^re we see that the 
wave pattern is indeed »viJcui lor the entire time of the test and 
uoes not- bcsome obscured as the strain wave pattern uo :s. 
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Figure 29.    Nylon impact.     Veloc- 
ity vs.  Time for several positions 
taken from smoothed velocity- 
position curves as on Figure 28. 

From Lho smooth 
velocity-time curves a 
table of displacement 
values (u) was calcu- 
lated by integration. 
From these the strain 
v/ac computed.    It is 
plotted in Figure 30 in 
the same form as Figure 
27.    Obviously we have 
not smoothed out the 
variations in strain at 
all; if anything,  they are 
larger,  but they are more 
regular.    A dip in the 
strain occurs in the same 
x-positl.-. for the entire 
time of the test.    This is 
the way we would expect 
variations in strain to 
appear if they were due 
to non-uniformity of the 
material (a local weak- 
ness, for instance). 

Review of analysis of variations: 

At this point we will review the successive methodc that 
were used to analyze the data.    The original position data taken 
every centimeter were plotted as displacement versus position 
for each flash and a smooth cuive drawn.    From these curves a 
table was made of the displacement every 5 centimeters.    T'^e 
velocity was calculated and plotted against position for each time. 
From these smooth curves values were tcken to plot velocity 
against time and froni tiief' ^.nuotn curves velocity values were 
taken to integ/iuc values for a new table of displactrronts.    From 
this table strains were calculated and plotted in Figure 30.    It is 
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bard to see how anything, 
real or ra.ndom error, 
could survive all these 
steps.    But there are 
reasons to believe that 
real variations would 
survive more readily 
than errors.    Also it is 
hard to see bow the steps 
taken could artificially 
produce the regular vari- 
ations seen in Figure 30. 

The conclusion is 
that the variations are 
real, but 'his must be 
considered only a-  a 
tentative conclusion, 
subject to confirmation 
as greater experimental 
accuracy is achieved. 

Figure 30.    Nylon impact.    Strai" 
vs.  Position for each flash calcu- 
lated from smoothed valocity-tiiu« 
curves as on ^'•gare 49. 
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Conclusion 

We are socking a system to explain the behavior of material 
in the form of strings or yarns when subjected to longitudinal im- 
pact,  particularly when the velocity of impact and the size and 
nature of the sample are such that wave motion predominates in 
the response. 

The first question is whether a dynamic stress-strain curve 
is useful and whether the behavior may be predicted using only a 
stress-strain curve and the wave equations as diacussed by 
von Ks.rman.    The stress-strain curve is certainly useful and 
much of the beh?.vior may be predicted in this way,  as we may 
see from the strain-time curve for rubber,  Figure 16,  or the 
stresa-time curve for nylon.  Figure 22 or 24. 

However,  the dynamic stress-strain i urv do   - ".ot fully 
explain the behavior of the materials studied.    This may b<   aeen 
in the above figures or perhaps a little better for rubber by com- 
paring the experimental (x,t) diagram (Figure 8) with that cal- 
culated from the stress-itram curve (Figure 12).    Therefore 
any system of characterizing the behavior of the material based 
primarily on a strep«- strain curve will have to include also a 
fttclor showing how the strain and stress vary with time alone 
while also varying with time and distance in the wave niotion. 
This factor is presumed tu üc similar in nature to creep or stress 
relaxation.    In Part II it was shown that use of creep significantly 
improved the calculated picture (Figure 16) in comparison with 
the experimental (Figure 8). 

By the weak-link method with nylon we measured stress. 
Stress relaxation would slow up the increase in stress due tc 
wave motion.    This is seen tc be the i-ase (Figures 22 and 24). 

The nylon strain data are considerably complicated by the 
variations in strain observed in the strain-position rurves (Fig- 
ures 27,  30).    If the variaiion» irv, real, they are probably due 
to variations ir; &« strength of the material along its ler^th.    If 
this is so,  it should be proper to average them out in studying 
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the o'';'r-iiU ruapoilüe.    Thib v-as the approach taken by Stewart, 
ut al.   | 4,   S],    In any ease,  there will have to bo an improvement 
in experimental technique before we do more in this line. 

Present plans are to improve the focusing cf the stroboscope 
light,   to use a larger camera lens so that more light will be 
focused on the film and so that larger film may be used,  and to 
increase the siae of the mirror to accommodau the larger lens. 
It would also help if a system could be devised to use a glaf s 
mirror with better reflective qualities than the metal one.    It 
would increase the light intensity attainable from the strohe if 
a shorter sample were used.    This would be acceptable if a 
grer.ter impact velocity were used so that the numb..;- of reflec- 
tions before break would be no more than at present.    A signifi- 
cant improvement in picture quality might require a better meas- 
uring instrument than u^ed so far.    At present the uncertainty in 
the location of the marks in the, picture is about matched by the 
limit of sensitivity of tb" .-iuasuring microscope. 

When the quality of the strain data is improved,  it may then 
be well to use other techniques simultaneously with the photo- 
graphing of strain.    For -xai.iple,  we might make a test with the 
sample marked for pictures but fastened to a tail mass rather 
than fixed.    This would give us both strain data and force at the 
tail,  from one picture.    Or we might use a crystal-force gage to 
measure the force at the tail. 

Although not yet ready for it, we should mention the ultimate 
step in work of this nature.    Once we have arrived at th.. cj^ves 
and equations that may be used to explain the respoiise oi a given 
material under a variety of conditions,  we must then associate 
these curves and equations with the bonds,  cross-linkage«,  en- 
tanglements,  etc. , that control the behavior of polymeric mate- 
rials.    This would not only contribute to basic understanding but 
also be useful for those trying to improve old materials r>r to 
develop new materials. 
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